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We lay down the foundations of a theory of cubical species, as a variant of Joyal's
Ž Ž . .classical theory of species A. Joyal, Ad¤ . Math. 42 1981 , 1]82 . Informally, a
cubical species associates in a functorial way a set of structures to each hypercube.
In this context, the hyperoctahedral groups replace the symmetric groups. We
analyze cubical species, molecular cubical species, and basic operations among
them, along with explicit examples. We show, in particular, that the cubical product
gives rise, in a natural way, to a commutative nonassociative ring of formal power
series. We conclude with a detailed analysis of this nonassociative ring. Q 1998
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INTRODUCTION
Various generalizations of the combinatorial theory of species of Joyal
w x8 have been proposed to handle specific problems. For example, species
Ž w x.defined on the category of permutations Bergeron 4 or set partitions
Ž w x.Nava and Rota 19 were introduced to better understand the operation
of plethysm of symmetric functions from a combinatorial point of view.
Another example is given by species defined over linearly ordered sets,
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which was used by Leroux and Viennot to develop a general theory of
Ž w x.combinatorial differential equations see 11]13 . Other extensions in-
Ž w x. Ž w x.clude graphical species Bergeron 3 , tensorial species, Joyal 9 , colored
Ž w x. Ž w x.species Mendez and Nava 16 , Moebius species Mendez and Yang 17 ,
Ž w x.and species on digraphs Mendez 15 .
In this paper, we lay down the foundations of a theory of cubical species,
motivated by various enumerative questions on the n-dimensional cube.
Informally, a cubical species associates, in a functorial way, a set of
structures with each hypercube. In this context, the hyperoctahedral groups
replace the symmetric groups of ordinary species. We analyze cubical
species, molecular cubical species, and basic operations among them. We
also give explicit examples. These include the species of k-faces, the
species of multidimensional H-letters, and the species of axis-convex
unions of faces. The concept of axis-convex unions of faces has been
w xintroduced by Labelle and Laforest 10 to compute probability distribu-
tions on the unit hypercube related to multidimensional quadtrees.
We show, in particular, that the cubical product gives rise, in a natural
way, to a commutative but nonassociative ring of formal power series. We
study in detail the structure of this nonassociative ring. It is a local ring,
but it is not Noetherian. All endomorphisms and derivations may be easily
determined. It is easy to define compositions and derivations of cubical
species such that at the level of generating functions we obtain endomor-
phisms or derivations, respectively.
In the preliminary Section 1 we introduce the geometric objects of our
study and provide the necessary background information on nonassociative
algebras. In Section 2 we reintroduce the category of finite sets and
bijections as a subcategory of finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces and
isometries. This category also contains a category of cubes and a naturally
equivalent category of octahedra. In Section 3 we define Euclidean,
cubical, and simplicial species as functors from these categories to the
category of finite sets and bijections. The simplicial species are naturally
w xequivalent to the classical species introduced by Joyal in 8 . We show that
both Euclidean species and simplicial species are naturally equivalent to
special cubical species, indicating the importance of this geometric gener-
alization. We provide numerous examples of cubical species and study
molecular cubical species. We define a ``simplicialization'' operation for
which a cubical species is molecular if and only if its simplicialization is
molecular. The question of how many pairwise nonequivalent molecular
cubical species have the same simplicialization leads to an interesting
group theoretical problem.
In Section 4 we study the possible multiplication operations on cubical
species. The first approach, which we call ``simplicial,'' suggests partition-
ing the set of directions into two disjoint sets, and putting a pair of cubical
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structures on the pair of cubes determined by these sets of directions. This
product behaves very much like the multiplication of classical species; we
get simple multiplication formulas for similarly defined generating func-
tions. The second approach, which we call cubical, is more dependent on
the underlying geometric intuition. We partition the vertex set of a cube
into disjoint faces, and we put a cubical structure on each face in this
cubical partition. This is a multivariate operation that cannot be obtained
by iterating the binary product. Furthermore, the clone of the cubical
multiplications is not generated by finitely many cubical multiplications
with a fixed number of variables. We take a closer look at the binary
cubical product and introduce a nonassociative ring of cubical power series
in which we may define generating functions with a multiplication rule
compatible with the binary multiplication of cubical species. This multipli-
cation may also be ``pulled back'' to a new multiplication operation of
classical species. We show a classical species, the species of 2-¤ertex
colored, U-labeled, descendance-injecti¤e balanced binary trees, which may be
defined by an equation using this ``simplified cubical product.'' Finally, we
touch on the subject of Cartesian products of cubical species, which
behave very similarly to the Cartesian products of classical species.
In Section 5 we consider derivations and substitutions compatible with
the simplicial or the cubical product. Using the results of Section 6, we
give a reason to believe that there is no essentially different derivation of
cubical species compatible with the cubical multiplication other than the
one we present. In fact, according to Corollary 6.22, the vector space of
derivations of the ring of cubical power series is one-dimensional. The
study of substitutions leads to an interesting open problem. Even though
most substitutions will not be endomorphisms, there is a very plausible
substitution operation at the level of generating functions that is compati-
Žble with the cubical product. This substitution operation is defined in
.Remark 6.17 . To say, however, what substitution operation of cubical
species yields this operation for the generating functions seems to be a
difficult problem.
Finally, in Section 6 we study the ring of cubical polynomials and power
series in detail. We describe their ideal structure and we determine all of
their derivations and substitutions.
Our work raises several interesting questions. In analogy to the case of
classical species, which yield information on the permutation representa-
tions of the symmetric group, further study of cubical species may lead to
exploration of an analogue of permutation representations for hyperocta-
Žhedral groups. The description of all linear representations of the hyper-
w xoctahedral group is a project started by Geissinger and Kinch in 7 . The
Solomon-type representations of the hyperoctahedral groups were de-
w x .scribed by Poirier in 20 . In the study of molecular cubical species, the
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need arises to determine the number of pairwise nonconjugate subgroups
of the hyperoctahedral group B that project onto the same subgroup ofn
the symmetric group S . We express this number as the number ofn
equivalence classes in certain cohomology groups, but a more direct
expression would be useful. Another exciting question is whether a cubical
substitution operation compatible with the cubical product also exists at
the level of cubical species. Finally, our example of a classical species of
structures that is best described using the simplified cubical product
underscores the combinatorial importance of studying nonassociative mul-
tiplication operations. Such multiplications are being rediscovered in ge-
w xnetics, as indicated by Reed 21 .
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Geometric Objects
The fundamental geometric objects to be studied in this paper are
simplices, hyperoctahedra, and cubes, in a special setting.
Consider a finite set U. The functions x : U “ R form a real vector
 4space, in which the set of functions e : U “ R : u g U defined byu
def 1 if u s ¤e ¤ sŽ .u ½ 0 otherwise
is a basis. In fact, the e 's are clearly linearly independent, and for everyu
x : U “ R we may write
x s x u ? e . 1.1.1Ž . Ž .Ý u
ugU
We may turn this vector space into a Euclidean space E by choosing theU
 4functions e : u g U as an orthonormal basis. In particular, for U su
def
 41, 2, . . . , n we will use the shorthand notation E s E . In then 1, 2, . . . , n4
def def  4event that U is empty, we set E s E s 0 . Moreover, for technical0 B
reasons, we define E to be the empty set.y1
Our simplices, cubes, and hyperoctahedra will be polyhedra in this
Euclidean space.
DEFINITION 1.1. Given a finite set U, we define the simplex of U to be
the set of functions
def w x^ s x : U “ R : ;u x u g 0, 1 and x u s 1Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝU ½ 5
ugU
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the hyperoctahedron of U to be the set of functions
def w xe s x : U “ R ‹ ;u x u g y1, 1 and x u F 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝU ½ 5
ugU
and the cube of U as the set of functions
def w xI s x : U “ R : ;u x u g y1, 1 . 4Ž .Ž .U
In the case of all three objects we will refer to the set U as the set of
directions.
Ž .Given a subset X of E , we denote the con¤ex hull of X by conv X .U
Using this notation, we may describe our polytopes as convex hulls of finite
sets:
 4^ s conv e : u g U ,Ž .U u
 4  4e s conv 0 j "e : u g U andŽ .U u
 4  4I s conv 0 j x g E : x U : y1, 1 . 4Ž .Ž .U U
The convex hull of an empty set being empty, we obtain that ^ is theB
 4empty set. Observe that the set 0 may be omitted from the formulas for
e and I , whenever U / B. Obviously, we have the inclusion relationU U
^ ; e : I for every finite set U.U U U
For e and I , respectively, we will use the notations e1, 2, . . . , n4 1, 2, . . . , n4 n
and I , respectively, and we will call these objects the standard n-hyperoc-n
tahedron and the standard n-cube, respectively. We logically extend our
def def
notation also to the cases n s 0 and n s y1 by setting e s I s I s0 0 B
 4e s 0 and e s I s B. In the case of simplices, we have to shiftB y1 y1
the indices, because ^ is only n-dimensional. Thus we will1, 2, . . . , nq14
denote ^ by ^ , and we will call this object the standard1, 2, . . . , nq14 n
< < < <n-simplex. This notation is coherent with ^ s ^ s 1, and with set-0 14
def
ting ^ s B.y1
The vertices of ^ are the functions e . Every face of ^ is of theU u U
Ž X4. Xform conv e : u g U , where U is an arbitrary subset of U. To keepu
Ž .consistent with our notation for the faces of I see below , we encodeU
 4every face of ^ by a function F : U “ 0, ) , such that F will be theU
Ž Ž . 4.code of conv e : F u s ) .u
The vertices of e are the functions "e . Every face of e is either eU u U U
Ž X4. Xor of the form conv « ? e : u g U , where U may be any subset of Uu u
 4and all « 's belong to the set y1, 1 . The vertices of I consist of exactlyu U
w x Ž .  4those functions x : U “ y1, 1 , which satisfy x u g y1, 1 for every
u g U.
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Every nonempty face of a cube I is the intersection of I with a setU U
Ž . Ž .of hyperplanes defined by equations of the form x u s 1 or x u s y1.
w xFollowing in spirit the notation of 18 , we encode every nonempty face of
def 4 Ž .I by a function F : U “ y1, 1, ) in the following way. We set F u s 1U
defŽ .or F u s y 1 respectively, if every element x of the face satisfies
defŽ . Ž . Ž .x u s 1 or x u s y1, respectively. Otherwise we set F u s ). In
 4particular, for U s 1, 2, . . . , n we will write the faces as vectors
Ž Ž . Ž ..F 1 , . . . , F n . Finally, we denote the empty face by B .U
Given a face F of ^ or of I , we will denote the set of vertices ofU U
Ž .these faces by Vert F .
1.2. Nonassociati¤e Algebras
We will investigate commutative nonassociative algebras associated with
cubical species. In our proofs we will use two special types of nonassocia-
tive powers. The principal powers ak of an element a in a nonassociative
commutative algebra A are defined recursively by
a1 s a and akq1 s ak ? a for k G 1.
ŽNote that in commutative algebras there is no need to distinguish be-
. 2 ktween right and left principal powers. The plenary powers a are given
recursively by
a2 s a ? a and a2 kq 1 s a2 k ? a2 k for k G 1.
Ž .The nth nonassociative powers of an element correspond to rooted
w xbinary trees. A complete description is given in 6 .
2. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE CATEGORY OF FINITE SETS
Classical species are functors from the category of finite sets and
bijections to itself. The objects of this category are all finite sets, and its
morphisms are all bijections between finite sets. If we identify the finite set
 4U with the set of functions e : u g U , then every bijection s : U “ Vu
gives rise to an isometry f : E “ E , which takes the regular simplex DU V U
into the regular simplex D . Conversely, every isometry f : E “ E thatV U V
takes ^ into ^ must take vertices into vertices, and thus arise from aU V
bijection s : U “ V. Therefore the category of finite sets is naturally
equivalent to the category of simplices, which will be defined below,
together with a cubicalrhyperoctahedral generalization. All of these cate-
gories will be subcategories of the category of Euclidean spaces.
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DEFINITION 2.1. The category of Euclidean spaces is defined as follows.
Its objects are the Euclidean spaces E , where U may be any finite set,U
and the empty set, which is denoted by E . Its morphisms are ally1
isometries f : E “ E , and the identity of the empty set.U V
We may now define the category of simplices by restricting the class of
objects and morphisms.
DEFINITION 2.2. The category of simplices is defined as follows. Its
objects are the Euclidean spaces E , where U may be any finite set. ItsU
Ž .morphisms called simplicial morphisms are those isometries f : E “ EU V
that take ^ into ^ .U V
Observe that we did not include the empty set E in the category ofy1
simplices. The reason for this omission is that ^ s B is the largesty1
simplex in E . Up to natural equivalence we would have defined the sameB
category, if we described the objects as simplices ^ and the morphismsU
as the restricted isometries ^ “ ^ . In fact, an isometry f : E “ E isU V U V
 4completely determined by its value on the vertex set e : u g U of ^ :u U
Ž .using 1.1.1 , we have
f x s x u ? f e for all x g E . 2.0.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý u U
ugU
We choose the E 's as objects for the sake of keeping all categoriesU
considered in the same supercategory.
From what was said at the beginning of this section, the following are
evident.
LEMMA 2.3. An isometry f : E “ E takes ^ into ^ , if and only ifU V U V
 4  4it takes the set e : u g U onto the set e : ¤ g V .u ¤
PROPOSITION 2.4. The category of simplices is naturally equi¤alent to the
category of finite sets.
Hence the following definition may be considered as the cubicalrhyper-
octahedral generalization of the category of finite sets.
DEFINITION 2.5. The category of cubes is defined as follows. Its objects
are the Euclidean spaces E , where U may be any finite set, and the emptyU
Ž .set, denoted by E . Its morphisms called cubical morphisms are ally1
isometries h : E “ E taking the cube I onto the cube I , and theU V U V
identity of the empty set.
As in the simplicial case, it may be noted that, up to natural equivalence,
we would have defined the same category by choosing the cubes I asU
objects, and the restricted isometries I “ I as morphisms. TheU V
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careful reader might also realize that we have ``jumped over'' the defini-
tion of the category of hyperoctahedra. The reason for this ``forgetfulness''
is the fact that an isometry h : E “ E takes I into I , if and only ifU V U V
it takes e onto e . This fact is shown in the following lemma. Hence,U V
with our choice of naturally equivalent representation, the category of
cubes becomes identical to the category of hyperoctahedra.
LEMMA 2.6. An isometry h : E “ E takes I into I , if and only ifU V U V
 4  4it takes the set "e : u g U onto the set "e : ¤ g V . Similarly, h : E “¤ u U
 4E takes e into e if and only if it takes the set "e : u g U onto the setV U V u
 4"e : ¤ g V .¤
 4Proof. Observe first that the set "e : u g U is the set of the centersu
of facets of I and the set of vertices of e . An isometry h : E “ EU U U V
taking I into I must take the center of a facet of I into the centerU V U
of a facet of I . An isometry h : E “ E taking e into e must take aV U V U V
vertex of e into a vertex of e . In both cases we obtain that the setU V
 4  4"e : u g U must be sent onto the set "e : ¤ g V .u ¤
To prove the reverse implications, assume that an isometry h : E “ EU V
 4  4takes the set "e : u g U onto the set "e : ¤ g V . Then, for everyu ¤
Ž .u g U, the vector h e must be of the formu
h e s « u ? e , 2.0.2Ž . Ž . Ž .u s Žu.
where s : U “ V is a bijection between U and V, and « is a map from U
 4 Ž . Ž .into y1, 1 . In other words, « is a ¤ertex of I . By 2.0.1 , this equationU
implies
h x s x u ? « u ? e for all x g E . 2.0.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý s Žu. U
ugU
Ž .It is easy to verify that an isometry h of the form 2.0.3 takes I into IU V
and e into e .U V
COROLLARY 2.7. The category of simplices is a subcategory of the category
of cubes.
This is a consequence of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6.
The proof of Lemma 2.6 also gives us a description of all cubical
Ž .morphisms. In fact, it is clear from 2.0.3 that every cubical morphism h is
Ž .completely determined by a pair s , « , where s : U “ V is a bijection,
 4and « : U “ y1, 1 is an arbitrary function. It is easy to verify that every
Ž . Ž .such pair s , « gives via 2.0.3 an isometry h : E “ E mapping IU V U
onto I .V
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Ž .By abuse of notation, we will identify the map h with the pair s , « .
Ž . Ž .This way, using 1.1.1 and 2.0.3 , we obtain
s , « x ¤ s x u ? « u ? e ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý s Žu.
ugU
s x sy1 ¤ X ? « sy1 ¤ X ? e y1 X ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý s Žs Ž¤ ..
X¤ gV
s x sy1 ¤ ? « sy1 ¤ X ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
i.e.,
s , « x s « ? x (sy1 . 2.0.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The multiplication sign in this last equation means pointwise multiplica-
w x Ž .tion of two functions mapping the same set into y1, 1 . Equation 2.0.4
Žallows us to compute the composition of two morphisms. In all of our
computations, composition has priority over multiplication, unless bracket-
.ing indicates otherwise.
Ž . Ž X X.LEMMA 2.8. Let s , « : E “ E and s , « : E “ E be two cubi-U V V W
cal morphisms. Then we ha¤e
s X , « X ( s , « s s X (s , « X (s ? « .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. Using 2.0.4 twice, we obtain
s X , « X ( s , « x s s X , « X « ? x (sy1 s « X ? « ? x (sy1 (s Xy1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s « X (s (sy1 ? « ? x (sy1 (s Xy1Ž . Ž .Ž .
s « X (s ? « ? x (sy1 (s Xy1Ž .
y1X Xs « (s ? « ? x ( s (s .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Comparing the result with 2.0.4 , the statement of the lemma becomes
evident.
In particular, the cubical morphisms taking standard n-cube I onton
itself form a group. This group, called the hyperoctahedral group, is usually
denoted by B in the literature. It may be considered as a group of signedn
Ž Ž . Ž ..Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .permutations s 1 , « 1 s 2 , « 2 ??? s n , « n , where s 1 ??? s n
 4 Ž .is a permutation of the set 1, 2, . . . , n , and the « i 's are signs from the
 4set y1, 1 . Lemma 2.8 provides us the well-known multiplication rule,
s X , « X ( s , « s s Y , «YŽ . Ž . Ž .
where s Y s s X (s and «Y i s « i ? « X s i .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Algebraically, B is isomorphic to the semidirect product Zn i S . Heren 2 n
Z stands for the two-element group written multiplicatively on the set2
 4y1, 1 . Geometrically, the action of B may be viewed in the followingn
way:
S permutes the coordinates.n
Zn is the abelian group generated by the reflections « : E “ E2 i n n
given by
x j if j / i ,def Ž .
« x j sŽ . Ž .i ½ yx i if j s i .Ž .
Equivalently, B is the wreath product Z X S with the symmetric groupn 2 n
S acting on the indices.n
3. CUBICAL SPECIES
3.1. Euclidean, Cubical, and Simplicial Species
Having introduced our generalizations of the category of finite sets, let
us now consider the induced generalized notions of species.
DEFINITION 3.1. A simplicial species, a cubical species, and a Euclidean
species, respectively, are functors from the category of simplices, cubes, or
Euclidean spaces, respectively, into the category of finite sets.
It is easy to see that the natural equivalence of the category of finite sets
Ž .with the category of simplices announced in Proposition 2.4 induces a
natural equivalence between the classical notion of species and the notion
of simplicial species. Informally, simplicial species are structures associated
with simplices, which are at the same time structures associated with finite
Ž .sets, and vice versa. Simplices have no richer structure than finite sets. By
the same intuition, cubical species are structures associated with cubes.
The fact that the category of cubes is identical to the category of hyperoc-
tahedra implies that we do not need a separate definition for hyperoctahe-
dral species. Intuitively, we may say that since the cube and the hyperocta-
hedron are dual polyhedra, every cubical structure may be considered as a
hyperoctahedral structure and vice versa.
Let F be a Euclidean, cubical, or simplicial species. The value of F on a
w x w xEuclidean space E is denoted by F E . An element s g F E is calledU U U
an F-structure on the Euclidean space E , on the cube I , or on theU U
simplex ^ . For any isometry b : E “ E , the corresponding functionU U V
w x w x w xF b : F E “ F E is called the transport of F-structures along b.U V
Let us observe immediately that the usual definition of addition on
species may be carried over to all three generalizations.
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let F and G both be Euclidean, cubical, or simplicial
Žspecies. We define the sum F q G to be the Euclidean, cubical, or
.simplicial species, the value of which on E is the disjoint union of theU
Ž . Ž .sets F E and G E .U U
As we now show, Euclidean species may be identified with particular
cubical species. Indeed, given a Euclidean species F, the operation h ‹
Ž .F h defines a homomorphism from the group of isometries of E into an
finite permutation group.
LEMMA 3.3. The only nontri¤ial normal subgroup of finite index in the
orthogonal group O is the subgroup of orientation-preser¤ing isometries.n
Proof. Let N be a nontrivial normal subgroup of O and assume thatn
def w xits index k s O : N is a finite number. Then every f g O satisfiesn n
f k g N.
It is well known that for every orthogonal transformation f there exists
an orthonormal basis in which the matrix of f consists of scalar and size
2 = 2 diagonal blocks. The scalar blocks are 1 or y1; the blocks of size
2 = 2 are of the form
cos a sin aŽ . Ž .
, 3.1.1Ž .ž /ysin a cos aŽ . Ž .
where a may be an arbitrary angle. Let c g O be the isometry obtainedn
from f by leaving the scalar blocks unchanged and replacing every size
Ž .2 = 2 block of type 3.1.1 with a size 2 = 2 block of type
a a
cos sinž / ž /k k
.a a
ysin cos 0ž / ž /k k
For this c we have c 2 k s f 2. Since the k th power of c 2 must belong to
N, we have f 2 g N for every f g O . Therefore N must be the subgroupn
of orientation-preserving isometries.
COROLLARY 3.4. The operation that associates with e¤ery Euclidean species
its restriction on cubical morphisms is injecti¤e.
In fact, Lemma 3.3 implies that to know the value of a Euclidean species F
w x w xon all isometries f : E “ E , it suffices to know F f and F f for twoU V 1 2
Ž y1 .isometries f , f : E “ E satisfying det f (f s y1. We may1 2 U V 1 2
choose such a pair of isometries from among the cubical morphisms as
well.
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Euclidean species may therefore be identified with a subclass of cubical
species.
DEFINITION 3.5. We say that a cubical species F is Euclidean, if for
every pair of bijections s , s X : U “ V, and every pair of functions « , « X : U
 4“ y1, 1 , satisfying
det sy1 (s X ? « u s « X u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł
ugU ugU
wŽ .x wŽ X X.xwe have F s , « s F s , « .
PROPOSITION 3.6. A cubical species F may be obtained as the restriction
of a Euclidean species on cubical morphisms if and only if it is Euclidean.
Proof. The necessity is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3.
Assume that F is a Euclidean cubical species. Then we may extend F to a
Euclidean species F as follows. Given a pair of equinumerous finite sets
Ž .U, V , let s : U “ V be an arbitrarily fixed bijection, and let u g U be
an arbitrarily fixed element. Let h and hX denote, respectively, the cubicalu u
Ž . Ž .morphisms s , 1 and s , « , where 1 is the function assigning 1 to everyu
 4element of U, and « : U “ y1, 1 is given byu
y1 for ¤ s u ,
« ¤ sŽ .u ½  41 for ¤ g U _ u .
Now we may set for every isometry f : E “ E ,U V
w x y1F h if det h (f s 1,Ž .def u uw xF f s X Xy1½ w xF h if det h (f s 1.Ž .u u
It is easy to verify that this definition does not depend on the choice of s
and u, and that it defines a Euclidean species, extending F. We leave the
details to the reader.
By Corollary 2.7, the category of cubes contains the category of sim-
plices. Hence we may associate with every cubical species F a simplicial
Ž .species ^ F , by restricting F to the category of simplices. Unlike in the
case of restricting Euclidean species to cubical morphisms, the operation
^ is not injective, as shown in the following example.
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let F be the cubical species given by the formulas
def defw x w x 4F E s "e : u g U , F E s E ,U u y1 y1
def
and F s , « e s « u ? e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .u s Žu.
def
F s , « ye s « u ? y e .Ž . Ž . Ž .u s Žu.
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In words, F assigns to every E the vertex set of e . Let G be the cubicalU U
species given by
def defw x w x 4  4G E s l, e , ye : u g U, l g y1, 1 , G E s E , and 4Ž .U u u y1 y1
def 4  4G s , « l, e , ye s l, e , ye .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u u s Žu. s Žu.
In words, G assigns to every E the set of colored diagonals of e , whereU U
the color of each diagonal may be y1 or 1. It is easy to verify that the
Ž .simplicial species ^ F is naturally equivalent to the simplicial species
Ž .^ G . On the other hand, F and G are not naturally equivalent as cubical
wŽ .x wŽ .xspecies, because G s , « does not depend on « and F s , « does.
Ž .Given a simplicial species F, we may extend it to a cubical species I G
by setting
def defw x w xI F E s B and I F s , « s F sŽ . Ž . Ž .y1
 4for all bijections s : U “ V and functions « : U “ y1, 1 . Clearly,
^ I F s FŽ .Ž .
holds for every simplicial species F, while the species F of vertex of eU
given in Example 3.7 is an example of a cubical species for which
Ž Ž ..I ^ F / F.
w xDEFINITION 3.8. We say that a cubical species F is simplicial if F Ey1
s B, and for every bijection s : U “ V and every pair of functions
X  4« , « : U “ y1, 1 we have
XF s , « s F s , « .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž ..COROLLARY 3.9. A cubical species F satisfies I ^ F s F if and only
if it is simplicial.
There is another important way of associating a simplicial cubical
species with a cubical species, which plays a key role in describing
molecular cubical species.
DEFINITION 3.10. Let F be a cubical species. We define the simplicial-
Ž . Ž .ization Simp F of F as follows. For every F-structure s g F E , weU
 wŽ X.xŽ . X  44 Ž .denote the set F id , « s : « : U “ y1, 1 by Simp s . The set ofU
Ž . Ž .w x  Ž . w x4Simp F structures is defined as Simp F E s Simp s : s g F E .U U
w xFor every s g F E , for every bijection U “ V, and for every functionU
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 4« : U “ y1, 1 , we set
def
Simp F s , « Simp s s Simp F s , 1 s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 4Here 1 : U “ y1, 1 is the constant function taking all elements of U into
defŽ .w x1. Moreover, we set Simp F E s B.y1
Ž .In words, a Simp F -structure on E will be a set of F-structures of theU
wŽ X.xŽ . X  4form F id , « s , where « ranges over all functions « : U “ y1, 1 ,U
and s is an arbitrary fixed F-structure on E . Observe that a morphism ofU
wŽ .x Ž .the form F s , « maps the elements of the set Simp s onto the
Ž wŽ .xŽ .. Ž .elements of the set Simp F s , 1 s . Hence, Simp F is well defined and
simplicial.
3.2. Examples of Cubical Species
In this subsection we give a list of examples of cubical species. In most
cases the transport functions are obvious and thus are not explicitly
described.
EXAMPLE 3.11. Let k G y1 be an integer. The species of k-faces X isk
the species assigning the set of k-dimensional faces of I to E .U U
w x w xIn particular, X E is the set of vertices of I , and X E is the0 U U y1 U
empty set for every finite set U.
EXAMPLE 3.12. As explained in Section 3.1, every classical species is
naturally equivalent to a simplicial species, which may be considered as a
Ž .cubical species via the embedding I . . In particular, the uniform species E
given by
def  4E for n G 0,nw xE E sn ½ B for n s y1
w xis naturally equivalent to the species of sets as defined in 5 , and the
simplicial singleton species X, defined as
 4E for n s 0,def nw xX E sn ½  4B for all other n g N j y1 ,
w xis naturally equivalent to the singleton species defined in 5, Sect 1.1 .
EXAMPLE 3.13. The species C of collections of faces is given by
defw x  4C E s F , . . . , F : n G 0, F is a face of I . 4U 1 n i U
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ÏBy taking the union for each collection of faces, we obtain the species C
of unions of faces, given by
defÏw x  4C E s F j ??? j F : n G 0, F is a face of I .U 1 n i U
Ï ÄEXAMPLE 3.14. An interesting subspecies of C is the species A of
axis]con¤ex unions of faces.
We call a union of faces F j ??? j F of I axis]con¤ex if for every1 n U
Ž . Ž .x, y g F j ??? j F such that x u / y u holds for at most one u g U,1 n
the interval
defw xx , y s z g I : z u s x u whenever x u s y u 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U
is contained in F j ??? j F .1 n
These structures are helpful in computing probability distributions on
Ž w x.the unit cube that related to multidimensional quadtrees cf. 10 .
EXAMPLES 3.15. An H-letter on I is defined recursively as follows. ItU
w xconsists of a line segment e , ye , and an ordered pair of H-letters onu u
I . The only H-letter on I is I , and the set of H-letters on B isU _u4 0 0
empty.
Geometrically, we represent the two H-letters on I as H-lettersU _u4
embedded in the maximal faces F and F , given by,u, 1 u, y1
 4) if ¤ g U _ u ,
F ¤ s 3.2.1Ž . Ž .u , a ½ a if ¤ s u.
The species H of H-letters assigns to E the set of H-letters on I . AU U“
variation of this species if the species H of directed H-letters. An directed
H-letter is an H-letter with a direction added to every line segment in the
“
H-letter. The species H will play an important role in Section 4.3, in the
study of the binary cubical product.
Figure 1 represents a two-dimensional H-letter and a directed three-
dimensional H-letter.
FIG. 1. An H-letter on the 2-cube and a directed H-letter on the 3-cube.
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3.3. Molecular Cubical and Simplicial Species
Recall that a nonzero species is called molecular if it cannot be written
as the sum of nonzero species. In analogy with the simplicial case, for a
 4nonzero cubical molecular species F there is exactly one n g N j y1
such that F assigns a nonempty set to E . If the value of this n is y1, thenn
up to natural equivalence, we must be dealing with the cubical species
X , which assigns a singleton to E and the empty set to all other E 's.y1 y1 n
Using the simplicialization operation, we may describe all other molecular
cubical species as follows:
 4LEMMA 3.16. A cubical species F f X , 0 is molecular if and only ify1
Ž Ž ..^ Simp F is molecular as a simplicial species.
 4Proof. Assume first that F f X , 0 is molecular. Then there isy1
exactly one n g N for which F assigns a nonempty set to E . Thus then
Ž Ž ..same holds for ^ Simp F . By the molecularity of F, the group B actsn
w x X w x Ž .transitively on F E : for every s, s g F E there exists an s , « g Bn U n
wŽ .xŽ . X wŽ .x Ž .such that F s , « s s s . But then F s , 1 takes the set Simp s into
Ž X. Ž Ž w x..the set Simp s , and the action of S on ^ Simp F E is transitive.n n
Ž Ž ..Therefore ^ Simp F is molecular.
The other implication is similarly straightforward, and therefore is
omitted.
In view of Lemma 3.16, the following question arises: Given a molecular
simplicial species G, how many natural equivalence classes of molecular
Ž Ž ..cubical species F satisfy ^ Simp F s G?
Assume that G is a molecular simplicial species. Then there is a unique
Ž . w x w xn g N such that G E / B. As observed in 5, Sect. 2.6 , G E may ben n
identified with the set of left cosets of H F S , where H is the stabilizer ofn
w xa fixed t g G E . We obtain a naturally equivalent simplicial species ifn
and only if H is replaced with s Hsy1 for some s g S .n
In complete analogy to the simplicial case, one may show that a cubical
species F / X is molecular if and only ify1
w xF E / B for exactly one n g N.n
w xThe action of B on F E is transitive.n n
w xIn this case F E may be identified with the set of left cosets of M F B ,n n
w xwhere M is the stabilizer of a fixed s g F E . Again we obtain a naturallyn
equivalent cubical species, if and only if M is replaced by one of its
conjugates in B . Furthermore, we have the following lemma.n
LEMMA 3.17. Let F be a molecular cubical species, and let G be a
Ž Ž ..molecular simplicial species. Then we ha¤e ^ Simp F s G if and only if
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the following hold:
Ž . w x w xi F E / B and G E / B for the same n g N.n n
Ž . w xii If H is the stabilizer of an arbitrary element of G E and M is then
w x n nstabilizer of an arbitrary element of F E , then M ? Z rZ is a conjugate of Hn 2 2
in S .n
We remind the reader that B is isomorphic to the semidirect productn
Zn i S , where the normal subgroup Zn is embedded in B as the set2 n 2 n
Ž .  4  44 n nid, « : « : 1, 2, . . . , n “ y1, 1 . The group M ? Z rZ is the image of2 2
M in B rZn ( S .n 2 n
The proof of Lemma 3.17 is a straightforward consequence of the
Ž . Ž .definitions of the operations ^ . and Simp . .
Therefore we have reduced our question to the following enumeration
problem:
Given a permutation group H F S , determine the number of pairwisen
nonconjugate subgroups M of B for which M ? ZnrZ n is a conjugate ofn 2 2
H in S s B rZn.n n 2
Ž . nSince the image of s , « g B in B rZ s S is s , two conjugaten n 2 n
subgroups M and M X of B have conjugate images in B rZn s S . Thus,n n 2 n
whenever M ? ZnrZ n is a conjugate of H, we may replace M with a2 2
conjugate subgroup M X F B that satisfies M X ? ZnrZ n s H. We want ton 2 2
choose from every conjugacy class of subgroups of B at most onen
subgroup; hence we may rephrase our enumeration problem as searching a
maximal set of pairwise nonconjugate subgroups M of B satisfyingn
M ? ZnrZ n s H. Before attacking this modified enumeration problem, let2 2
Ž .us consider the effect of the conjugation by a s , « g B on B and onn n
Zn. It is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.8 that2
y1 y1 y1s , « s s , « (s for all s , « g B . 3.3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Hence we have
y1 X X X Xy1 y1s , « ( s , « ( s , « s s , « (s ( s , « ( s , «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s sy1 , « (sy1 ( s X (s , « X (s ? «Ž . Ž .
s sy1 (s X (s , « (sy1 (s X (s ? « X (s ? « .Ž .
3.3.2Ž .
In particular, for s X s id,
y1 X Xs , « ( id, « ( s , « s id, « (s 3.3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . nholds. Thus the effect of the conjugation by s , « on Z depends only on2
s . In particular, whether a subgroup K of Zn is invariant under conjuga-2
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tion by the elements of an M F B , may be decided by only knowingn
def n n nH s M ? Z rZ F S . If we write the group operation of Z additively,2 2 n 2
n w xthen Z may be considered as a Z S module by setting2 n
def
s ) id, « s id, « (s .Ž . Ž .
Consider a subgroup M F B satisfying M ? ZnrZ n s H. Let K be then 2 2 M
intersection of M with Zn. This subgroup must be invariant under conju-2
Ž . Ž .gation with elements of M; i.e., by 3.3.3 we must have id, « (s g KM
Ž .for all id, « g K and all s g H. In additive notation, K must be aM M
w x w x nZ H -submodule of the Z H -module Z .2
The subgroup M F B induces a map,n
u : H “ ZnrKM 2 M
s ‹ id, « g B : s , e g M . 4Ž . Ž .n
Because of the multiplication rules of B , this map must satisfyn
y1
t )u s (u t (u s (t s K for all s , t g H . 3.3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . M
w x nConversely, given a Z H -invariant submodule Z of Z , and a map u : H2
n Ž . n n“ Z rK satisfying 3.3.4 , there is a unique M F B for which M ? Z rZ2 n 2 2
Ž . Ž .s H and u , K s u, K . In fact, we must haveM M
M s s , « g B : s g H id, « g u s . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Ž .We want now to identify those pairs u, K that encode conjugate
subgroups in B . This will be done in two steps. First, we identify onlyn
those pairs that may be taken into each other via conjugation by an
Ž X. n nelement id, « g Z ; then we collect the classes of Z -conjugates into2 2
classes of B -conjugates.n
Conjugation by elements of Zn leaves every element of Zn fixed; hence2 2
K remains unchanged. The map u goes into a map uX : H “ ZnrK2 M
satisfying
y1X X Xu s s id, « (u s ( id, «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y1X Xs id, « ( s , « ( id, « : id, « g u s ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
i.e.,
uX s s u s ( s ) id, « X ( id, « X . 3.3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
Ž . Ž . wRewriting 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 in additive notation, and comparing it with 14,
xChapt. IV, Sect. 2 , we may observe the following.
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LEMMA 3.18. Two subgroups M and M X of B are Zn-conjugates if andn 2
only if we ha¤e K s K X , and the mapsM M
u , u X : H “ ZnrKM M 2 M
1Ž n .represent the same class in the cohomology group H H, Z rK .2 M
Now we only need to group the Zn-conjugacy classes into B -conjugacy2 n
classes. For this purpose, observe that, having fixed H s M ? ZnrZ n, we2 2
Ž X X.are only allowed to conjugate with those s , « g B that satisfyn
Xy1 X Ž .s Hs s H, i.e., for which s belongs to the normalizer N H of H inSn
S . We may restrict ourselves to conjugations with elements of the formn
Ž X . X Ž . Ž X .s , 1 g B , where s g N H . Conjugation by s , 1 takes K inton S Mn
id, « (s X : id, « g K s s X ) K 4Ž . Ž . M
X n Ž X .and u into the map u : H “ Z r s ) K satisfyingM 2 M
y1X X Xu s s id, « : s , « g s , id ( M( s , idŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
y1X Xs id, « : s , id ( s , « ( s , id g MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
s id, « : s X (s (s Xy1 , « (s X (s (s Xy1 g M;Ž . Ž .
i.e.,
uX s s s X (s (s Xy1 )u s X (s (s Xy1 . 3.3.6Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
It is easy to verify that when we replace u with another representative of
1Ž n .the same class in H H, Z rK , the corresponding conjugate will belong2 M
X 1Ž n . Ž .to the same class as u in H H, Z rs ) K . Thus N H acts on the set2 M Sn
q 1 nH H , Z rKŽ .D 2
nK-Z 2
H) KsK
Ž .via rule 3.36 , and we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.19. Assume we are gi¤en a molecular simplicial species G,
Ž . Ž .for which G E / B and the stabilizer of a G-structure s g G E is H F S .n n n
Then the number of natural equi¤alence classes of molecular cubical species F
Ž Ž .. Ž .satisfying ^ Simp F s G is equal to the number of N H -orbits on the setSn
q 1 nH H , Z rK .Ž .D 2
nkFZ 2
H) KsK
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4. MULTIPLICATION OF CUBICAL SPECIES
4.1. The Simplicial Product
Using the natural equivalence of simplicial and classical species, the
Ž w x.usual definition of multiplication cf. 5, Sect. 1.3 induces the following
multiplication of simplicial species.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let F and G be two simplicial species. The simplicial
product F ? G is defined as follows. An F ? G-structure on E is an^ ^ U
Ž .ordered pair f , g such that
Ž . Xi f is an F-structure on E .U
Ž . Yii g is a G-structure on E .U
Ž . Ž X Y . Xiii The pair U , U is a decomposition of the set U; i.e., U j
UY s U and U X l UY s B.
In short, we have
w x w X x w Y xF ? G E s F E = G E ,Ý^ U U U
X YŽ .U , U
Ž X Y .where U , U runs over all decompositions of U.
Observe that Definition 4.1 may be extended without modification to
the class of all cubical species. The reason for this is that a cubical
Ž .  4morphism s , « , where s : U “ V is a bijection and « : U “ y1, 1 is a
function, maps the Euclidean space E X onto E X , and the EuclideanU s ŽU .
space E Y onto E Y , independently of the choice of « . Since DefinitionU s ŽU .
4.1 does not say anything about the value of the product on E and it isy1
w x w xindependent of F E and G E , there is no unique way to extend they1 y1
multiplication of simplicial species to the class of all cubical species. One
w xplausible extension is to set F ? G E s 0, regardless of the values of^ y1
w x w xF E and G E .y1 y1
It is easy to show that the simplicial product is associative and commuta-
tive, even for cubical species. Moreover, this multiplication is compatible
with the association of the most plausible extension of the definition of
generating series.
DEFINITION 4.2. Let F be a cubical species. We define the simplicial
Ž .generating function Gen F, t to be the formal power series^
t ndef
Gen F , t s f ? ,Ž . Ý^ n n!nG0
< w x <where f s F E .n n
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w xThis definition is equivalent to 5, Sect. 1.2 for simplicial species. Evi-
Ž .dently, for every pair F, G of cubical species, we have
Gen F ? G, t s Gen F , t ? Gen G, t . 4.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .^ ^ ^ ^
4.2. The Cubical Product
As we just saw, the simplicial multiplication rule does not lead to any
surprises. This is not the case with the more genuinely cubical approach,
which leads to the definition of nonassociative and even nonbinary multi-
plication rules.
In classical species theory, given k species F , F , . . . , F , an F ??? F -1 2 k 1 k
structure on a set U may be described as follows. We partition the set into
subsets U ??? U , and we put an F -structure on U . Equivalently, at the1 k i i
level of simplicial species, we have the following informal description. We
take a collection of k faces of ^ such that every vertex belongs toU
exactly one face. Then we put an F -structure on the ith face, wherei
i s 1, 2, . . . , k. Now the cubical analogy of the multiplication is obvious: we
just have to replace ^ with I .U U
To make this informal definition precise, observe the following. Given a
² : y1face F of ^ , the inclusion map F : E “ E defined byU F Ž) . U
x u if F u s ),def Ž . Ž .
² :F x u sŽ . Ž . ½ 0 if F u s 0Ž .
takes ^ y1 into the face F of ^ .F Ž) . U
Ž .We say that a collection F , . . . , F of faces of ^ is a decomposition1 k U
Ž y1Ž . y1Ž ..of ^ if the collection of sets F ) , . . . , F ) of subsets of U is aU 1 k
y1Ž .decomposition of U; i.e., U is the disjoint union of the F ) 's. Clearly,i
Ž .F , . . . , F is a decomposition of ^ if and only if we have1 k U
k
qVert ^ s Vert F .Ž . Ž .DU i
is1
Now the product of k simplicial species F , . . . , F may be given by the1 k
formula
w x y1 y1F ??? F E s F E = ??? = F E ,Ý1 k U 1 F Ž) . k F Ž) .1 k
Ž .F , . . . , F1 k
Ž .where F , . . . , F ranges over all decompositions of ^ . The effect of1 k U
the functor F ??? F on a simplicial morphism h : E “ E is given as1 k U V
follows. Suppose that h takes e into e . Then h takes the subspaceu s Žu.
² :Ž . ² y1:Ž .y1 y1F E of E into the subspace F (s E of E . Hencei F Ž) . U i s ŽF Ž) .. Vi i
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the composite map
² y1:y1 ² : y1 y1F (s (h( F : E “ Ei i F Ž) . s ŽF Ž) ..i i
is well defined. It is also simplicial, since it takes ^ y1 into ^ y1 .F Ž) . s ŽF Ž) ..i i
w x w x w xThe restriction of F ??? F h to F E = ??? = F E is1 k 1 U k U1 k
y1 y1y1 y1² : ² : ² : ² :F F (s (h( F = ??? = F F (s (h( F .1 1 1 k k k
We now generalize this equivalent definition to cubical species. A
² : y1nonempty face F of I induces an inclusion map F : E “ EU F Ž) . U
given by
x u if F u s ),def Ž . Ž .
² :F x u sŽ . Ž . ½ F u if F u / ).Ž . Ž .
This map takes I y1 into the face F. Let us note immediately that,F Ž) .
unlike in the simplicial case, the Euclidean space E y1 is now embeddedF Ž) .
as a hyperplane, and not as a Euclidean subspace into E . Still, the mapU
² :F is an isometry. The empty face B of I induces the inclusion mapU U
² :B : E “ EU y1 U
of the empty set into E .U
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 4.3. A collection F , . . . , F of possibly empty faces of1 k
I is a decomposition of I if the vertex set of I is the disjoint unionU U U
Ž .of the Vert F 's; i.e.,i
k
qVert I s Vert F .Ž . Ž .DU i
is1
Ž .Clearly, F , . . . , F is a decomposition of I if and only if for every1 k U
 4  4function « : U “ y1, 1 there is a unique i g 1, 2, . . . , k such that F isi
< y1 < y1not empty and F s « .U _ F Ž) . U _ F Ž) .i i i
Ž .DEFINITION 4.4. The cubical product CP F , F , . . . , F of k cubicalk 1 2 k
species F , F , . . . , F is given as follows:1 2 k
defw x y1 y1CP F , F , . . . , F E s F E = ??? = F E ,Ž . Ýk 1 2 k U 1 F Ž) . k F Ž) .1 k
Ž .F , . . . , F1 k
Ž .where F , . . . , F runs over all decompositions of I .1 k U
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Ž . Ž .Given a cubical morphism h : E “ E satisfying h e s « u ? e ,U V u s Žu.
Ž .w xthe restriction of CP F , . . . , F h to the termk 1 k
y1 y1F E = ??? = F E1 F Ž) . k F Ž) .1 k
Ž .associated with the decomposition F , . . . , F is1 k
w x w xF h = ??? = F h ,1 1 k k
where
the map E “ E if F s B ,y1 y1 U
h s y1i y1½ ² :F ? « (s (h( F otherwise.² :Ž .i i
 4  4When we multiply the function F : U “ y1, 1, ) by « : U “ y1, 1 , wei
def def
extend the usual multiplication rules to ) by ) ? y 1 s ) ? 1 s ).
Remark 4.5. We can make sure that the terms of the sum in the
Ž .w xdefinition of CP F , F , . . . , F E are disjoint by using the trick appliedk 1 2 k U
in the definition of the addition of classical species, and taking the direct
w x w x Ž .4 Ž wproduct of F E = ??? = F E with the singleton F , . . . , F cf. 5,1 U k U 1 k1 k
x.Sect. 1.3, Remark 1 . As in classical species theory, we omit the explicit
indication of this coloring, to avoid making our notation heavier than
necessary.
Remark 4.6. It needs to be verified that for a nonempty face F, the
²Ž . y1:y1 ² :map F ? « (s (h( F is a well-defined cubical map. This may be
Ž .done as follows. Using eq. 2.0.4 , we may show that h takes the face F of
Ž . y1I into the face F ? « (s of I . Hence h takes the hyperplaneU V
² :Ž . ²Ž . y1:Ž .y1 y1F E of E into the hyperplane F ? « (s E of E .F Ž) . U s ŽF Ž) .. V
Thus
² y1:y1 ² : y1 y1F ? « (s (h( F : E “ EŽ . F Ž) . s ŽF Ž) ..
is well defined. Moreover, it is a cubical map, because it is an isometry,
and it takes I y1 into I y1 .F Ž) . s ŽF Ž) ..
Ž .We leave to the reader the verification of the fact that CP F , . . . , F isk 1 k
a cubical species.
There is a fundamental difference between this product and simplicial
multiplication: it cannot be obtained by the iterated application of multi-
plying together two species. The reason for this is very simple. In the cases
of sets and signed sets, we may obtain every decomposition by repeatedly
Ž . Ž .dividing a signed set into two signed sets. This is not always feasible for
cubical decompositions. Figure 2 shows a decomposition of a three-dimen-
sional cube into three one-dimensional and two 0-dimensional faces such
that no two faces could be joined into a single larger face. We call such
decompositions irreducible decompositions.
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FIG. 2. An irreducible decomposition of the 3-cube into five faces.
Ž .DEFINITION 4.7. A decomposition F , . . . , F is reducible if for some1 k
 4  4  4I ; 1, 2, . . . , k and some face F f F , . . . , F j I we have1 k U
qVert F s Vert F .Ž . Ž .D i
igI
Otherwise we call the decomposition irreducible.
LEMMA 4.8. For e¤ery n G 3, the standard n-cube I has an irreduciblen
Ž . ny4ny 4decomposition F , . . . , F into 2 q 6 ? 2 faces.1 2q6?2
Proof. It is sufficient to give an example for every n G 3. The decom-
position represented in Fig. 2 may be given as the collection of faces
y1, y1, y1 , 1, 1, 1 , ), y1, 1 , 1, ), y1 , y1, 1, ) .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Note that the irreducibility of a decomposition is not affected by the order
in which the faces are listed; hence in this proof we may consider
decompositions as unordered collections.
We may use this construction for I to create an irreducible decompo-3
sition of I into eight faces:4
Ž .We embed the collection into the maximal faces ), ), ), y1 and
Ž .), ), ), 1 .
Ž .We rotate the copy of the collection in ), ), ), 1 around the axis
Ž . Ž .connecting y1, y1, y1, y1 and 1, 1, 1, 1 .
Ž . Ž . ŽWe remove the vertices y1, y1, y1, y1 , y1, y1, y1, 1 , 1, 1, 1,
. Ž . Žy1 , and 1, 1, 1, 1 from the collection, and we add the faces y1, y1,
. Ž .y1, ) and 1, 1, 1, ) .
Ž .The resulting collection shown in Fig. 3 is
y1, y1, y1, ) , 1, 1, 1, ) ,Ž . Ž .
), y1, 1, 1 , 1, ), y1, 1 , y1, 1, ), 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
), 1, y1, y1 , y1, ), 1, y1 , 1, y1, ), y1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
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FIG. 3. An irreducible decomposition of the 4-cube into eight faces.
This decomposition may be generalized for n G 4 to the irreducible
decomposition of I consisting of the following 2 q 6 ? 2 ny4 faces:n
Ž . Ž . Ž .i The faces y1, y1, y1, ), . . . , ) and 1, 1, 1, ), . . . , ) .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii All faces of the form ), y1, 1, s , . . . , s , 1, ), y1, s , . . . , s ,4 n 4 n
Ž .  4and y1, 1, ), s , . . . , s such that for i G 4, every s belongs to y1, 14 n i
and Ł n s s 1;is4 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii All faces of the form ), 1, y1, s , . . . , s , y1, ), 1, s , . . . , s4 n 4 n
Ž .  4and 1, y1, ), s , . . . , s such that for i G 4, every s belongs to y1, 14 n i
and Ł n s s y1.is4 i
Clearly, this list of faces provides a decomposition. In fact, if a vertex
Ž .¤ , . . . , ¤ satisfies ¤ s ¤ s ¤ , then it belongs to exactly one of the1 n 1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .faces listed in i , and to no face listed in ii or iii . In all other cases,
Ž . Ž .¤ , . . . , ¤ belongs only to exactly one of the faces listed in ii when1 n
n Ž .Ł ¤ s 1, and it belongs only to exactly one of the faces listed in iiiis4 i
when Ł n ¤ s y1.is4 i
Assume by way of contradiction that the vertex set of the proper face of
Ž .code t , t , . . . , t may be represented as the union of the vertex sets of at1 2 n
least two faces listed above. Let us denote the set of these faces by X.
Consider first the case where there is no ) among the letters t , . . . , t .4 n
Without loss of generality we may suppose that Ł n t s 1. Then X is ais4 i
subset of the collection
), y1, 1, t , . . . , t , 1, ), y1, t , . . . , t , y1, 1, ), t , . . . , t . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .4 n 4 n 4 n
As a consequence of the obvious irreducibility of our decomposition for
I , no two or three faces of this collection can give the decomposition of3
a face. Hence there is at least one j G 4 such that t s ).j
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Having t s ) for some j G 4 allows us to change only the jth coor-j
Ž . Ž .dinate of a vertex ¤ , . . . , ¤ of t , . . . , t and to change the sign of1 n 1 n
n Ž .Ł ¤ . Hence, if X contains a face of type ii , then it also contains ais4 i
Ž .face of type iii and vice versa. Clearly, X cannot consist only of the two
Ž .faces listed in i , because the union of their vertex sets is not the vertex
Ž .set of a face. Thus X contains at least one face of type ii and at least one
Ž .face of type iii .
Ž . Ž .Whichever way we choose a face of type ii and a face of type iii , the
code of any face containing both of them has at least two ) signs among
Ž .its first three letters. If, for example, we have 1, ), y1, s , . . . , s g X4 n
Ž X X .and ), 1, y1, s , . . . , s g X, then we must have t s t s ). We leave4 n 1 2
the verification of the other eight possible types of pairs to the reader.
Having at least two ) signs among t , t , and t allows us to conclude that1 2 3
Ž . Ž .t , . . . , t has a vertex ¤ , . . . , ¤ satisfying ¤ s ¤ s ¤ . Hence1 n 1 n 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .t , . . . , t contains at least one of the faces listed in i . Therefore we1 n
must have t s ??? s t s ).4 n
We are left with the possibility that only one t is different from ) forj
 4some j g 1, 2, 3 . By the symmetry of our system we may assume that
Ž . Ž .t , . . . , t s 1, ), . . . , ) . This face contains exactly the following faces of1 n
our decomposition:
Ž . Ž .i The face 1, 1, 1, ), . . . , ) .
Ž . Ž .ii All faces of the form 1, ), y1, s , . . . , s , such that for i G 4,4 n
 4 nevery s belongs to y1, 1 and Ł s s 1.i is4 i
Ž . Ž .iii All faces of the form 1, y1, ), s , . . . , s , such that for i G 4,4 n
 4 nevery s belongs to y1, 1 and Ł s s y1.i is4 i
Ž . Ž .The vertex 1, y1, 1, 1, . . . , 1 of 1, ), . . . , ) is not contained in any of
these faces.
COROLLARY 4.9. There are infinitely many ¤alues of k such that the
operator CP cannot be expressed using substitution and summation opera-k
 4tions on the set of operators CP : l - k .l
In fact, whichever way we compose CP 's to obtain k-ary operations onl
cubical species, the resulting operation will involve only reducible decom-
positions of cubes into k faces. By Lemma 4.8, whenever k is of the form
ny4 Ž .k s 2 q 6 ? 2 , the definition of CP F , . . . , F will also involve irre-k 1 k
ducible decompositions into k faces.
4.3. The Binary Cubical Product
In this subsection we will restrict ourselves to the study of binary
Ž .multiplication CP F, G of cubical species, which we will denote from now2
on by F ? G. Our goal is to find a way of associating a generating function
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with cubical species that allows us to compute for every n g N the number
< w x < < w x <of F ? G-structures on E from the numbers F E and G E .n n n
There are essentially two ways of decomposing the vertex set of an
n-cube into two disjoint vertex sets of faces. One is to take a pair of two
Ž .  4opposite maximal faces F , F , where a g y1, 1 and F isu, a u, ya u, a
Ž .given by 3.2.1 . The other way is to take the empty cube and the whole
cube to be the two elements of the decomposition. Therefore we have the
following multiplication formula for U / B:
w x w x w x w x w xF ? G E s F E = G E q F E = G EU U y1 y1 U
q F E = G E = F , F . 4Ž .Ý Ý U _u4 U _u4 u , a u , ya
ugU  4ag y1, 1
Note that this time the coloring mentioned in Remark 4.5 cannot be
omitted without causing confusion. It is clear from this formula that, up to
natural equivalence, the binary cubical multiplication is commutative. In
fact, up the natural equivalence we may write
w x w x w x w x w xF ? G E s F E = G E q F E = G EU U y1 y1 U
q F E = G E q G E = F E .Ž .Ý U _u4 U _u4 U _u4 U _u4
ugU
4.3.1Ž .
def def def
< w x < < w x < < w x <Introducing f s F E , g s G E , and h s F ? G E for y1 F n,n n n n n n
our multiplication formula implies
f ? g if n s y1,y1 y1h s 4.3.2Ž .n ½ f ? g q f ? g q 2 ? n ? f ? g if n G 0.y1 n n y1 ny1 ny1
In analogy to the case of classical species theory, we associate with every
species F a formal sum,
def w nx< <Gen F , t s F E ? t ,Ž . Ž .ÝI n
nGy1
where the t w nx's are only formal symbols for the moment. We wish to
establish multiplication rules for the t w nx's such that the product of ÝnGy1
w nx w nx w nx Ž .f ? t with Ý g ? t becomes Ý h ? t . In view of 4.3.2 , then nGy1 n nGy1 n
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only way to do this is by setting
¡w j xt if i s y1,
w i xt if j s y1,defw i x w j x ~t ? t s 4.3.3Ž .0 if i / j and i , j ) y1,¢ w iq1x2 ? i q 1 ? t if i s j ) y1.Ž .
As a consequence we have
2w nx w ny1x2 ? n ? t s t for n G 1. 4.3.4Ž . Ž .
DEFINITION 4.10. We define the cubical factorial nI of n g N recur-(
def defI I I 2Ž . Ž . Ž .sively by 0 s 1 and n q 1 s n q 1 ? n .( ( (
Ž . 2 ny1 ŽŽ .I .2Multiplying both sides of 4.3.4 by 2 n y 1 , we obtain(
2 2n n 2I I2 y1 w nx 2 y1 w ny1x2 ? n ? 2 n y 1 ? t s 2 n y 1 t for n G 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .( (
I Ž 2 ny 1.2 2 nUsing the defining property of n and the equality 2 s 2 , we may(
transform this equation into
2n ny1 I2 y1 I w nx 2 y1 w ny1x2 ? n ? t s 2 ? n y 1 ? t for n G 1.Ž .Ž .((
def n2 y1 I w nxThis equality suggests introducing t s 2 ? n ? t for n G 0. Settingn (
def wy1x Ž .also t s t , we arrive at the following equivalent form of 4.3.3 :y1
t if i s y1,¡ j
t if j s y1,i~t ? t s 4.3.5Ž .i j 0 if i / j and i , j ) y1,¢t if i s j ) y1.iq1
Hence we are led to study the following ring.
ww xxDEFINITION 4.11. The cubical formal power series ring K t over aI
field K is the set of infinite linear combinations f s Ý a ? t , whereiGy1 i i
the a 's are from the field K, t s 1 is the unit element, and for i G 0 thei y1
t 's are formal variables. Given two cubical formal power series f si
Ý a ? t and g s Ý b ? t , we define their sum byiGy1 i i iGy1 i i
def
f q g s a q b ? t ,Ž .Ý i i i
iGy1
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and their product by
def
f ? g s a ? b q a ? b q a ? b ? tŽ .y1 y1 y1 0 0 y1 0
q a ? b q a ? b q a ? b ? t .Ž .Ý y1 i i y1 iy1 iy1 i
iG1
Ž .Observe that this definition yields exactly 4.3.5 as a set of multiplica-
tion rules for the t 's.i
DEFINITION 4.12. Let F be a cubical species. We define the cubical
Ž . ww xxgenerating function Gen F, t g Q t of F to be the cubical formalI I
power series
w xF Edef nw xGen F , t s F E q ? t .Ž . nÝI y1 n2 y1 I2 ? n(nG0
Obviously, we have
Gen F ? G, t s Gen F , t ? Gen G, tŽ . Ž . Ž .I I I
for every pair F, G of cubical species.
Note that the ring of cubical power series is not associative, since we
have, for example,
t ? t ? t s t ? t s tŽ .1 1 2 2 2 3
and
t ? t ? t s t ? 0 s 0.Ž .1 1 2 1
As a consequence, the binary cubical multiplication is not associati¤e.
Further algebraic properties of the ring of cubical formal power series
will be studied in Section 6.
Recall that in classical species theory the definition of a generating
Žw x Ž .function 5, Sect. 1.2 , reflected in our definition for Gen F, t , involves^
dividing the number of F-structures on a set with the number of linear
orders. Hence we may conjecture that the denominator 22
ny1 ? nI in the(
definition for Gen expresses the number of ``cubical orders'' on E . ThisI n
conjecture is in some sense true, since we have the following.
“ nI 2 y1 I< w x < <w x <LEMMA 4.13. We ha¤e H E s n and H E s 2 ? n ; i.e., then ( n (
number of H-letters on an n-cube is nI and the number of directed H-letters is(
22
ny1 ? nI.(
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the definitions that the
“
species H satisfies the equation
“ “ “
H s X q H ? H ,0
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and so we have
“ “ “
Gen H , t s Gen H , t ? Gen H , t q t .Ž . Ž . Ž .I I I 0
Comparing the coefficients on both sides, we obtain
“w xH E s 10
and
2“ “w x w xH E H Enq1 ns for n G 0.nnq1 I 2 y1 I2 y1 ž /2 ? n2 ? n q 1Ž . ((
“ n2 y1 I< w x <These inequalities may be used to show H E s 2 ? n by induction.n (
Observe, finally, that an n-dimensional H-letter consists of 2 n y 1 line
2 ny1 < w x <segments, which may be directed in 2 ways. Hence we have H E sn“ n2 y1 I< Ž . <H E r2 s n .n (
Remark 4.14. The proof of the previous lemma shows that
“ n2H s XÝ 0
nG0
holds, up to natural equivalence.
“Ž .COROLLARY 4.15. We ha¤e Gen H, t s t q t q t . . . .I 0 1 2
Ž .Let us observe, finally, that the multiplication rule 4.3.1 assigns a
simplicial species to a pair of simplicial species. Hence, using the natural
equivalence of simplicial and classical species, the binary cubical product
may be ``pulled back'' to a new product of classical species.
DEFINITION 4.16. Let F and G be species of structures, i.e., functors
from the category of finite sets and bijections onto itself. We define their
simplified cubical product F(G to be the species given by the formula
defw x  4  4F(G U s F U _ u = G U _ u .Ý
ugU
Clearly, the pullback of the binary cubical product is naturally equivalent
to 2 ? F(G. We give an example for a species that may be described by
using this product.
EXAMPLE 4.17. The species of 2-vertex colored, U-labeled, descen-
dance-injective balanced binary trees. Given a finite set U, take the
balanced binary tree on 2 <U < y 1 vertices. Color every vertex with one of
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two colors, and label every vertex with an element of U. Call the resulting
2-vertex colored, U-labeled, balanced binary tree descendance-injecti¤e if
the U-label of each vertex is different from all of the U-labels of its
w xdescendants. Let T be the species for which T U is the set of 2-vertex
colored, U-labeled, descendance-injective balanced binary trees. Figure 4
 4 Žshows such a tree for U s 1, 2, 3, 4 . Vertices marked with a black bullet
.have the first color, the other ones the second color.
It is easy to show that the species T satisfies the equation T s 2 ? T(T
q 2 ? X, where X stands for the singleton species. If we forget the
Ï2-coloring, the species T of U-labeled, descendance-injective balanced
binary trees satisfies the equation
Ï Ï ÏT s T(T q X .
4.4. The Cartesian Product
Let us consider, finally, the Cartesian product.
DEFINITION 4.18. Let F and G be a pair of simplicial, cubical, or
Euclidean species. The direct product F = G of F and G is given by the
formulas
defw x w x w xF = G E s F E = G EU U U
and
w x w x w xF = G h s F h = G h ,
where h : E “ E is an aribtrary, simplicial, cubical, or Euclidean mor-U V
phism.
 4FIG. 4. A 2-vertex colored, 1, 2, 3, 4 -labeled, descendance-injective, balanced binary
tree.
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< w x < < w x <The Cartesian product satisfies the formula F = G E s F E ?n n
< w x <G E . Whether we consider simplicial or cubical generating functions,n
this equality means that the generating function of a Cartesian product of
two species may be obtained by a Hadamard-like product from the
generating function of the species involved.
5. DERIVATIONS AND SUBSTITUTIONS
In this section we show operations on cubical species that induce
derivations and substitutions at the level of the simplicial or cubical
generating functions.
5.1. Deri¤ations
DEFINITION 5.1. The simplicial deri¤ati¤e of a cubical species F is the
species FX given by
defX Xw x w xF E s F E and F E s B.U Uq) 4 y1
Here ) is a new element that did not belong to U.
For simplicial species, this operation is naturally equivalent to the
w xclassical definition of derivative species, given in 5, Sect. 1.4 . Hence it is
not surprising that we have
X X XF ? G s F ? G q F ? GŽ .^ ^ ^
Ž . w x w xfor every pair F, G of cubical species satisfying F E s G E s B.y1 y1
This operation, however, is not a derivation with respect to the binary
product, since at the level of cubical generating functions we do not obtain
a derivation, as it may be easily verified. It is easy to prove the following
formula:
X X XF ? G s F ? G q F = G. 5.1.1Ž . Ž .
Another derivation operation in classical species theory was the taking of
w xpointed structures 5, Sect. 2.1 , which may be generalized to the following.
defw xDEFINITION 5.2. Let U be the cubical species satisfying U E s U forU
defw xevery finite set U, and let U E s B. Given an arbitrary cubical speciesy1
def?F, we call the species F s F = U the species of simplicially pointed
F-structures.
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w xAs a generalization of 5, Sect. 2.1 , we have
F ?s X ? FX , 5.1.2Ž .^
where X stands for the simplicial singleton species defined in Example
3.12.
Ž . Ž .As a consequence of eqs. 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 , we have
? X X XF ? G s X ? F ? G s X ? F = G q X ? F ? GŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .^ ^ ^
Ž . w x w xfor every pair F, G of cubical species satisfying F E s G E s B.y1 y1
As in the case of simplicial derivatives, the simplicial pointing is not a
derivation for the binary cubical product.
DEFINITION 5.3. Given a cubical species F, we call the species
defBF s X = F the species of cubically pointed F-structures.0
The operation F ‹ F B is a derivation for the binary cubical product,
since we have
B B BF ? G s F ? G q F ? G .Ž .
The verification is left to the reader.
There is not much hope of finding other, essentially different derivations
for the binary cubical product, since each of these derivations would
induce a derivation of cubical power series, and the vector space of
ww xxderivations of K t is one-dimensional according to Corollary 6.20.I
5.2. Substitutions
As was the case for derivations, the substitution that is compatible with
the simplicial product may be easily generalized from classical species
theory. To do so, observe that given a partition p of a finite set U, a
Ž .cubical morphism h : E “ E sending e into « u ? e induces aU V u s Žu.
cubical morphism h : E “ E and cubical morphisms h : E “ Ep p s Žp . p p s Ž p.
for every p g p given by the formulas
def
h e s « u ? e for all p g p ,Ž . Ž .Łp p s Ž p.
ugp
def
h e s « u ? e for all u g p.Ž . Ž .p u s Žu.
The operations h ‹ h and h ‹ h are compatible with the compositionp p
of cubical morphisms. If, for example, we have h : E “ E sending eU V u
Ž . X XŽ . Xinto « u ? e , and h : E “ E sending e into « ¤ ? e , then wes Žu. V W ¤ s Ž¤ .
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have
hX (h s hX « u ? e s « u ? « X ¤ ? e XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Łs Žp . p s Žp . s Ž p. s Žs Ž p..ž /
ugp ugp Ž .¤gs p
s « u ? « X s u ? e XŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł Ł s Žs Ž p..
ugp ugp
s « ? « X (s u ? e X s hX (h pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ps Žs Ž p..
ugp
by Lemma 2.8. The verification of the same assertion for the h 's isp
similarly straightforward, and is left to the reader.
The following definition is a generalization of the classical definition of
Ž w x.substitution of species cf. 5, Sect. 1.4 .
w xDEFINITION 5.4. Let F and G be cubical species such that F E sy1
w x w xG E s G E s B. We define the simplicial substitution F ( G of Fy1 0 ^
and G as follows. For every finite set U we set
defw x w xF ( G E s F E = G E ,Ý Ł^ U p p
pgpp
defw xwhere p runs over all partitions of U. Moreover, we set F ( G E s B.^ y1
Ž .Given a cubical morphism h : E “ E sending e into « u ? e , theU V u s Žu.
w x w x w x w x w xeffect of F ( G h on F E = Ł G E is F h = Ł G h .^ p pgp p p pgp p
As a generalization of the analogous formula for classical species, we
have
Gen F ( G, t s Gen F , t (Gen G, t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .^ ^ ^ ^
where the ( symbol on the right-hand side stands for the usual substitu-
tion of formal power series.
It seems to be much harder to find now a substitution operation that is
compatible with the binary cubical product. As suggested in Remark 6.17,
we may introduce the substitution of the cubical power series Ý a ? tiGy1 i i
Ž .2 iwith the cubical power series Ý b ? t to be a q Ý a ? Ý b ? t .jG 0 j j y1 iG 0 i jG 0 j j
Ž .Assume that F and G are cubical species such that G E s B holds. Wey1
Ž .are looking for a substitution operation F, G ‹ F (G satisfying
Gen F (G, t s Gen F , t (Gen G, t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .I I I
where the ( sign on the right-hand sign is the substitution operation
def def
< w x <suggested for cubical formal power series. Introducing f s F E , g sn n n
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def
< w x < <Ž .w x <G E , and h s F (G E , we would like to haven n n
2 ih f gn i j
h q ? t s f q ? ? t .nÝ Ý Ýi jy1 n y1 j2 y1 I 2 y1 I 2 y1 Iž /2 ? n 2 ? i 2 ? j(nG0 iG0 jG0( (
Comparing the coefficients on the both sides, this formula is equivalent to
h s f ,y1 y1
2 inh f gn i nyis ? for n G 0.n Ý i ny i I2 y1 I 2 y1 I 2 y1ž /2 ? n 2 ? i 2 ? n y iŽ .( is0 ((
After simplifying with all powers of 2, this system takes the form
h s f ,y1 y1
n In i( 2h s ? f ? g for n G 0. 5.2.1Ž . Ž .Ý in i nyi2IIis0 i ? n y iŽ .Ž .((
I I ŽŽ .I .2 iIt is easy to show that the coefficients n ri ? n y i are integers. It( ( (
does not seem to be evident, however, how to define a compatible
substitution operation. The formula gives us only a hint at how to start the
construction.
Ž .DEFINITION 5.5. For n ) m, and n, m -dimensional H-letter is given
w xrecursively, as a line segment ye , e of an n-dimensional cube I , andu u U
Ž .a pair of n y 1, m -dimensional H-letters on I , one of them embed-U _u4
Ž .ded in the face F , the other one in the face F . An n, n -dimen-u, y1 u, 1
< <sional H-letter is a cube I with U s n.U
Ž .In particular, H-letters as defined in Example 3.15 are n, 0 -dimensional
Ž .H-letters. It is easy to verify that the number of n, m -dimensional
I Ž I .2 ny m Ž .H-letters is n r m . An n, m -dimensional H-letter on I consists( ( U
of 2 nym y 1 line segments, and at the tip of the outmost segments we have
 .ny ma collection F , . . . , F of m-dimensional faces, which satisfy1 2
2 nym
Vert I s Vert F .Ž . Ž .DU i
is1
DEFINITION 5.6. Let U be a set of cardinality n. A collection of faces
 4 Ž .F , . . . , F is an H-partition of I if it arises from an n, m -dimen-1 k U
sional H-letter on I for some m.U
nym Ž .The 2 y 1 line segments of an n, m -dimensional H-letter form a
nym Žbalanced binary tree, just like the 2 y 1 line segments of an n y
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. Ž .m, 0 -dimensional H-letter on an n y m -dimensional cube. Hence we
may use the H-letter to put a cubical structure on the collection of 2 nym
faces of the H-partition, such that each face becomes identified with a
Ž .vertex of the resulting n y m -dimensional cube.
DEFINITION 5.7. The standard n-dimensional H-letter on I consists ofn
w xthe line segment ye , e and a pair of standard n y 1-dimensionaln n
H-letters embedded in the faces F and F . The standard 0-dimen-n, 1 n, y1
sional H-letter is I .0
We may now describe the construction of an F (G-structure on a IU
of dimension n as follows.
Ž .Equations 5.2.1 suggest that an F (G-structure on a I of dimensionU
n could be constructed in the following way.
Ž .  41 We fix an integer m g 0, 1, . . . , n .
Ž . Ž .2 We take an n, m -dimensional H-letter on I .U
Ž .3 We put a G structure on each of the m-dimensional faces of the
resulting H-partition.
Ž . Ž .4 We somehow use our n, m -dimensional H-letter to identify
m-dimensional faces of our H-partition with the vertices of I . Ournym
Ž . Ž .n,m -dimensional H-letter should induce an n y m, 0 -dimensional H-
letter on I .nym
Ž .5 Put an F-structure on I .nym
Ž . Ž .6 ``Forget'' the n y m, 0 -dimensional H-letter.
Ž .It is not clear to the authors how step 4 of this procedure could be
defined in a functorial way. We leave this question open.
6. THE RING OF CUBICAL FORMAL POWER SERIES
ww xxIn this section we explore the properties of the ring K t introducedI
in Definition 4.12.
In analogy with the ring of ordinary power series, we define cubical
polynomials as the set of those cubical formal power series Ý a ? t giGy1 i i
ww xx   4 4K t for which the set i g y1, 0, 1, . . . : a / 0 is finite. It is easy toI i
verify that the sum or the product of two cubical polynomials is a cubical
w xpolynomial. We will denote the subring of cubical polynomials by K t .I
The next proposition is straightforward.
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w xPROPOSITION 6.1. K t is the K-algebra with basis t s 1, t , t , . . .I y1 0 1
subject to the following multiplication rules:
Ž .i 1 is the unit, i.e., we ha¤e 1 ? t s t ? 1 s t for all i g N.i i i
Ž . 2ii t s t holds for all i g N.i iq1
Ž .iii For i / j natural numbers we ha¤e t ? t s 0.i j
We will often use the following formula. We have
t s t 2 i for i G 0. 6.0.1Ž .kq i k
This equation may easily be proved by induction on i. Hence for every
nonnegative i and k, t is a plenary power of t . In particular, all t 'skq i k i
with i G 0 are plenary powers of t .0
6.1. Ideal Structure
w x Ž .PROPOSITION 6.2. All nontri¤ial ideals of K t are of the form t forI i
some i g N.
w xProof. Let I be an arbitrary ideal of K t . Assume first that I has anI
element f s Ý a ? t with a / 0. TheniGy1 i i y1
f ? t s a ? t q a ? t g I ,0 y1 0 0 1
and
f ? t ? t s a ? t g I.Ž .0 0 y1 1
From the second observation, by a / 0, we obtain t g I, and soy1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .t s 1ra ? f ? t y a ? t belongs to I. Using 6.0.1 with k s 0, we0 y1 0 0 1
obtain t g I for all i, and so we havei
1
1 s ? f y a ? t g I .Ý i iž /ay1 iG0
w xThus I s K t in this case.I
 4If I is a proper ideal, then every f g I _ 0 is of the form f s Ý a ? t ,iG k i i
where a / 0 for some k G 0. We assume that we have chosen an f fork
which k is minimal. Now we have
f ? t s a ? t g I , and so, by a / 0, t g I.k k kq1 k kq1
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Ž .It follows by 6.0.1 that t g I, for all i g N. Thus we obtainkq i
1
t s ? f y a ? t g I ,Ýk i iž /ak iGkq1
and it is clear from the choice of f that all other elements of I are
Ž . Ž .contained in t . Therefore we have I s t .k k
ww xxIn the study of the ideals of K t , the following lemma will be useful.I
LEMMA 6.3. A cubical formal power series f s Ý a ? t has an in¤erseiGy1 i i
if and only if a / 0.y1
Proof. Clearly, if the constant term of f is zero, then the same holds
for every product f ? g, and so f has no inverse. Hence we only need to
show that f has an inverse when a / 0. In this case we may writey1
Ž . Ž .f s a ? 1 y g , where g s Ý y a ra ? t is a cubical formal powery1 iG 0 i y1 i
Ž 2 3series with zero constant term. Thus the infinite sum 1 q g q g q g
.q ??? converges in the sense that for every k g N only the first k q 1
Ž 2 3terms contribute to the coefficient of t . The power g, g , g , . . . arek
.principal powers. As in the associative case, we have
1 y g ? 1 q g q g 2 q g 3 q ??? s 1.Ž . Ž .
2 3Ž . Ž .Therefore 1ra ? 1 q g q g q g q ??? is an inverse of f.y1
defww xx COROLLARY 6.4. The only maximal ideal of K t is N s Ý a ? t :I iG 0 i i
4; i g N a g K , i.e., the set of all cubical formal power series with zeroi
constant term.
In fact, N is clearly an ideal, and all elements outside N are units.
Let N k denote the kth principal power of N, i.e., the set defined
recursively by
def def1 kq1 kN s N N s N ? N for k g N.
Then for all k g N we have
N k s a ? t : ; i g N a g K . 6.1.1Ž .Ý i i i½ 5
iGk
k  4To see this, observe first the inclusion N : Ý a ? t : ; i g N a g KiG k i i i
may be shown by a trivial induction. The other inclusion may be shown by
induction, using the equality
t q t q t q ??? ? a ? t s a ? t ,Ž . Ý Ý0 1 2 i i i iq1
iGk iGk
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which implies
N ? a ? t : ; i g N a g K = a ? t : ; i g N a g K .Ý Ýi i i i i i½ 5 ½ 5
iGk iGkq1
Unlike in the case of the usual formal power series, the ideals N k are
ww xxnot the only ideals of the ring K t . This may be shown by using theI
following remarkable property.
PROPOSITION 6.5. The product of a cubical polynomial with zero constant
term and a cubical formal power series is a cubical polynomial with zero
constant term.
The proof is straightforward and therefore is omitted.
Ž . w xProposition 6.5 implies that every proper ideal t of K t will also bek I
ww xxan ideal in K t . Obviously we also have the following equality:I
kq1 w xt s N l K t .Ž . Ik
ww xxThe following weaker version of Proposition 6.2 holds in K t .I
ww xx Ž .PROPOSITION 6.6. E¤ery proper ideal of K t contains an ideal t forI l
some l G 0.
Proof. Observe that the proof of Proposition 6.2, up the point of
finding a t g I, may be transferred to the case of cubical formal powerkq1
series. It is only after that that we use the finiteness of the linear
combinations.
Ž .Even after adding the ideals t for all l G 0, we are very far froml
ww xxhaving enumerated all ideals of K t . This is true, since we can easilyI
ww xxconstruct an ideal that is not finitely generated, showing that K t isI
not Noetherian. An infinite ascending chain of ideals is shown in Example
6.8. In the proof that the ideals in the chain are different, we will need the
following lemma.
LEMMA 6.7. Let f s Ý a ? t be a cubical formal power series withnG 0 n n
zero constant term. Assume that the coefficient of t , t , . . . , t is zeronym nymq1 n
in f for some n G m. Then for arbitrary cubical power series g , g , . . . , g the1 2 m
ŽŽ Ž . . .coefficient of t in ??? f ? g ? g ??? g is zero.n 1 2 m
Proof. We show the lemma by induction on m. Assume first that
m s 1 and g s Ý b ? t . Then the coefficient of t in f ? g is1 nGy1 n n n 1
a ? b q a ? b s 0. Assume now that the lemma has been provedny1 ny1 n y1
for m F k, and consider m s k q 1, with an f s Ý a ? t satisfyingnG 0 n n
a s a s ??? s a s 0. Let g , . . . , g be arbitrary cubical for-nyky1 nyk n 1 kq1
mal power series. By the already proven statement for m s 1, the coeffi-
cients of t , . . . , t in f ? g are zero. Hence we may conclude the proofnyk n 1
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by applying the induction hypothesis for f ? g , which is a cubical power1
series with zero constant term, and the cubical formal power series
g , . . . , g .2 kq1
def
EXAMPLE 6.8. Consider the cubical formal power series f sÝ ak nG 0 k , n
? t , where k s 1, 2, . . . andn
¡ 3 31 if N q k ? N q 1 F n F N q k q 1 ? NŽ .~a s for some integer N G k y 1 r3,Ž .k , n ¢
0 otherwise.
It is sufficient to show that no f is contained in the ideal generated by allk
Ž . Ž .other f 's since then f ; f , f ; ??? is an ascending chain of pairwisel 1 1 2
Ž .different ideals. Assume by way of contradiction that f g f : l G 1, l / kk l
for some k. Then f may be obtained from the other f 's by repeatedk l
application of addition and multiplication by some cubical formal power
series. Hence we have
r
f s f ? g ??? g 6.1.2Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý /k l i , 1 i , Mi
is1
 4  4for some M ) 0, r ) 0, l , . . . , l ; N_ 0, k , and cubical formal poweri i1 r
 4series g : 1 F i F r, 1 F j F M . We could assume that every product ini, j
the sum on the right-hand side has the same length, since we may add
factors g s 1 to the end of certain terms, if necessary. By the samei, j
Ž .reasoning, we may assume that M G k y 1 r3.
Observe that the coefficients of t 3 , . . . , t 3 are zero inM qk?Mq1 M qŽkq1.?M
 4f . In fact, if some j g 1, 2, . . . , M satisfiesl i
M 3 q k ? M q j g N 3 q l ? N q 1, . . . , N 3 q l q 1 ? NŽ . 4i i
Ž .for some N G l y 1 r3, then byi
33 3 3M q k ? M q j g N q 1, N q 2, . . . , N q 1Ž . 4
33 3l M q 1, M q 2, . . . , M q 1 ,Ž . 4
 Ž . 4we have M s N, and so k ? M q j g l ? M q 1, . . . , l q 1 ? M , implyingi i
k s l , a contradiction.i
Thus we may use Lemma 6.7 to show that the coefficient of t 3M qŽkq1.?M
Ž .is zero in every term of the right-hand side of 6.1.2 . This coefficient,
however, cannot be zero in f , by definition.k
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6.2. Endomorphisms
w x ww xxIn this section we determine the endomorphisms of K t and K t .I I
When speaking of endomorphisms, we always mean K-algebra endomor-
Ž . Ž .phisms, i.e., we also require f l ? f s l ? f f for every endomorphism f
and constant l g K.
ww xxLEMMA 6.9. The only idempotent elements of K t are 0 and 1.I
w x ww xxObserve that since K t is a subring of K t , the same result holdsI I
for cubical polynomials.
Proof. Assume that f s Ý a ? t is an idempotent element. TheniGy1 i i
we have
f 2 s a2 q 2 ? a ? a ? t q 2 ? a ? a q a2 ? tŽ . Ž .Ýy1 y1 0 0 y1 0 iyq1 i
iG1
s a ? t s f . 6.2.1Ž . Ž .Ý i i
iGy1
2  4Comparing the constant terms, we have a s a , and thus a g 0, 1 .y1 y1 y1
Ž .Case 1. a s 0. Comparing the coefficients of t in 6.2.1 givesy1 i
a s 0 for i s 0 and a s a2 for i G 1. Hence we can show by induction0 i iy1
that a s 0 for all i G 0, and f s 0.i
Ž .Case 2. a s 1. Comparing the coefficients of t in 6.2.1 givesy1 i
a s 0 for i s 0 and a s ya2 for i G 1. Hence we can show by0 i iy1
induction that a s 0 for all i G 0, and f s 1.i
w x ww xxCOROLLARY 6.10. All nonzero endomorphisms of K t and of K tI I
send 1 into 1.
Ž .Proof. Let f be an endomorphism. The element f 1 is idempotent;
Ž . Ž .thus by Lemma 6.9 it is equal to 0 or 1. If f 1 / 1, then f 1 s 0, and for
Ž . Ž .all cubical polynomial or formal power series f we have f f s f 1 ? f s
Ž . Ž . Ž .f 1 ? f f s 0 ? f f s 0. Therefore f s 0.
The nonassociative nature of the cubical polynomial and power series
rings imposes much more powerful restrictions on the endomorphisms
than in the case of usual polynomials and power series.
w x ww xxPROPOSITION 6.11. Let f be an endomorphism of K t or K t .I I
Then there is a constant c g K and a nonnegati¤e integer k g N such that
Ž . 2 if t s c ? t for all i G 0.i iqk
Ž .Proof. Assume that f t s g, where g is a cubical polynomial or0
Ž .formal power series, depending on the ring considered. By Eq. 6.0.1 we
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Ž . Ž 2 i. 2 ihave f t s f t s g for all i G 0. Using t ? t s 0 for all j ) 0, wei 0 j 0
also obtain that
0 s f t ? t s f t ? f t s g 2 j ? g for all j ) 0.Ž .Ž . Ž .j 0 j 0
The constant term of g 2
j
? g is a power of the constant term of g ; thus g
must have zero constant term. If g s 0, then t s 0 for all i ) 0 and thei
proposition holds. Hence without loss of generality we may assume that
g s Ý b ? t , where k G 0, b / 0, and all b 's belong to K. Then theiG k i i k i
lowest-degree nonzero term in g 2
j
is b 2
j
? t , and the coefficient ofk kqj
t in g 2
j
? g is b 2
j
? b . By g 2
j
? g s 0, this coefficient must be zero.kq jq1 k kqj
Hence, using b / 0, we obtain b s 0 for all j ) 0. Therefore g s b ?k kqj k
i2Ž .t , and for all i G 0 we have f t s b ? t .k i k kqi
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.11, we may give a
complete description of all endomorphisms of the cubical polynomial ring.
w xTHEOREM 6.12. Let f be an endomorphism of K t . Then there is aI
constant c g K and a k g N such that for all cubical polynomials f s
Ý a ? t we ha¤eiGy1 i i
f f s a q a ? c2 i ? t .Ž . Ýy1 i iqk
iG0
Con¤ersely, a map of the abo¤e form is an endomorphism.
Proof. A cubical polynomial is a finite sum, and so we may conclude
Ž .from Corollary 6.10 and from Proposition 6.11 that f f must be of the
given form. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that all such transforma-
tions are endomorphisms.
COROLLARY 6.13. The endomorphism semigroup and the automorphism
w xgroup of K t are gi¤en byI
w x U w x UEnd K t ( K = N and Aut K t ( K ,Ž . Ž .I IK K
where KU is the group of nonzero elements of K with respect to the multiplica-
tion, and N is the monoid of natural numbers with respect to the addition.
Surprisingly, there are no more endomorphisms in the ring of cubical
formal power series, either. In particular, every endomorphism is ``continu-
ous.''
ww xxTHEOREM 6.14. For e¤ery endomorphism f of K t , there is a con-I
stant c g K and a k g N such that for all cubical formal power series
f s Ý a ? t we ha¤eiGy1 i i
f f s a q a ? c2 i ? t .Ž . Ýy1 i iqk
iG0
Con¤ersely, a map of the abo¤e form is an endomorphism.
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We will prove this theorem in two steps. First we show the following
weakened version.
LEMMA 6.15. Gi¤en a f s Ý a ? t and a nonzero endomorphism fiG 0 i i
sending t into c ? t , we ha¤e0 k
ky1
iyk2f f s b ? t q a ? c ? t .Ž . Ý Ýi i iyk i
is0 iGk
Ž .Proof. First we show that f f must have a zero constant term. In fact,
by Lemma 6.3, a cubical formal power series has a zero constant term iff
 4  4l q f has an inverse for every l g K _ 0 . Hence for every l g K _ 0
ww xx Ž .there is a g g K t such that l q f ? g . But then, using Corollaryl I ls1
6.10, we have
1 s f 1 s f l q f ? g s l q f f ? f g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .l l
Ž .  4i.e., l q f f has an inverse for every l g K _ 0 .
Ž .Hence we may suppose that f f s Ý b ? t . For j G 0 the value ofiG 0 i i
Ž .f f ? t may be expressed in two different ways. Using Proposition 6.11, onj
the one hand we have
f f ? t s f f ? f t s b ? c2 j ? t ,Ž .Ž . Ž .j j jqk jqkq1
and on the other hand we have
f f ? t s f a ? t s a ? c2 jq 1 ? t .Ž . Ž .j j jq1 j jqkq1
Comparing these two formulas, we obtain
b s a ? c2 j for all j G 0.jqk j
Now we are able to prove Theorem 6.14.
Proof of Theorem 6.14. It is easy to verify that the applications of the
form given in Theorem 6.14 are endomorphisms. We only need to show
that all endomorphisms are of the given form. Let f be an arbitrary
Ž .nonzero endomorphism. By Corollary 6.10 we have f 1 s 1. Hence it is
Ž .sufficient to determine f f for all cubical formal power series of the
form Ý a ? t .iG 0 i i
By Proposition 6.11 f sends t into c ? t for some c g K and k g N.0 k
We may thus apply Lemma 6.15 and obtain
ky1
iyk2f f s b ? t q a ? c ? t .Ž . Ý Ýi i iyk i
is0 iGk
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We are left to show that b s b s ??? s b s 0. For that purpose, let0 1 ky1
Ž 2 j.us calculate the coefficient of t in f f for j s 1, 2, . . . , k in twok
different ways. On the one hand we have
ky1 jj 2j j iyk22 2 2f f s f f s b ? t q a ? c ? t ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi iqj iyk iqj
is0 iGk
and so we obtain
w x 2 j 2 jt f s b .k kyj
On the other hand we have
f 2
j s a2 j ? t ,Ý i iqj
iG0
and so Lemma 6.15 applied to f 2
j
gives
w x 2 jt f s 0.k
w x 2 jComparing the two expressions for t f , we obtain b s 0 for j sk kyj
1, 2, . . . , k.
w x ww xxCOROLLARY 6.16. The rings K t and K t ha¤e isomorphic endo-I I
morphism semigroups and isomorphic automorphism groups.
Remark 6.17. In analogy to usual polynomials and formal power series,
we may define a substitution as follows. Given f s Ý a ? t , a cubicaliGy1 i i
formal power series, and g, a cubical polynomial, or a cubical formal
power series with zero constant term, we set
def i2f ( g s a q a ? g .Ýy1 i
iG0
In general, this substitution will not be associative:
t q t ( t q t ( t q t s t q 2 ? t q t ( t q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 1
s t q 3 ? t q 3 ? t q t ,0 1 2 3
but
t q t ( t q t ( t q t s t q t ( t q 2 ? t q tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 2
s t q 3 ? t q 5 ? t q t .0 1 2 3
Our results show that composing with g from the right yields an endomor-
phism iff g is of the form g s c ? t .k
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6.3. Deri¤ations
We remind the reader that a deri¤ation of a K-algebra A is a linear
application from the algebra into itself, satisfying the rule
D f ? g s D f ? g q f ? D g for all f , g g A. 6.3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x ww xxIn this section we determine all derivations of K t and K t .I I
Ž . Ž . Ž .Observe first that D 1 ? 1 s D 1 yields D 1 s 0. Suppose we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .D t s Ý c ? t . Using 6.3.1 repeatedly, we may determine D t for0 iGy1 i i i
all i G 1. We have
D t sD t 2 s 2 ? D t ? t s 2 ? c ? t q 2 ? c ? t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0 0 0 y1 0 0 1
D t sD t 2 s 2 ? D t ? t s 4 ? c ? tŽ . Ž .Ž .2 1 1 1 0 2
D t sD t 2 s 2 ? D t ? t s 8 ? c ? tŽ . Ž .Ž .3 2 2 2 0 3
...
D t s 2 i ? c ? tŽ .i 0 i
D t s D t 2 s 2 ? D t ? t s 2 iq1 ? c ? tŽ . Ž .Ž .iq1 i i i 0 iq1
...
Hence we have
D t s 2 i ? c ? t for i G 2.Ž .i 0 i
Using this equality we obtain
0 s D t ? t s D t ? t q t ? D t s c ? t q c ? t for i G 2.Ž . Ž . Ž .i 0 i 0 i 0 i iq1 y1 i
Thus we must have c s 0 and c s 0 for i G 2. In particular,y1 i
D t s 2 ? c ? tŽ .1 0 1
and
0 s D t ? t s D t ? t q t ? D t s c ? tŽ . Ž . Ž .1 0 1 0 1 0 1 2
imply c s 0.1
We may summarize our findings in the following proposition.
w x ww xxPROPOSITION 6.18. Let D be a deri¤ation of K t or of K t . ThenI I
there is a constant c g K such that
D t s c ? 2 i ? t holds for all i G 0.Ž .i i
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Ž .As was the case for endomorphisms, knowing D t for all i G 0 allowsi
w xus to characterize all derivations of K t .I
w xTHEOREM 6.19. Let D be a deri¤ation of K t . Then there is a constantI
c g K such that for all cubical polynomial f s Ý a ? t we ha¤eiGy1 i i
D f s a ? c ? 2 i ? t .Ž . Ý i i
iG0
Con¤ersely, all maps of the gi¤en form are deri¤ations.
w xCOROLLARY 6.20. The ¤ector space of deri¤ations of K t is one-dimen-I
sional.
In analogy to the study of endomorphisms, we may show that the ring of
cubical formal power series has the ``same'' set of derivations as the ring of
cubical polynomials.
ww xxTHEOREM 6.21. For e¤ery deri¤ation D of K t , there is a constantI
c g K such that for all cubical formal power series f s Ý a ? t we ha¤eiGy1 i i
D f s a ? c ? 2 i ? t .Ž . Ý i i
iG0
Con¤ersely, all maps of the gi¤en form are deri¤ations.
Proof. Clearly, all maps of the given form are derivations. Let D be a
Ž . iderivation. By Proposition 6.18 there is a c such that D t s c ? 2 ? t fori i
all i G 0. Let f s Ý a ? t be an arbitrary cubical formal power series.iGy1 i i
Ž .By D 1 s 0 we know that
D f s D a ? t .Ž . Ý i iž /
iG0
Hence, without loss of generality we may assume a s 0. Suppose thaty1
Ž . Ž .D f s Ý b ? t . let us compute D f ? t for i G 0 in two differentiGy1 i i i
ways. On the one hand we have
D f ? t s D a ? t s a ? c ? 2 iq1 ? t .Ž . Ž .i i iq1 i iq1
On the other hand we have
D f ? t s D f ? t q f ? D t s b ? t q b ? t q a ? c ? 2 i ? t .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i y1 i i iq1 i iq1
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Comparing these two equalities we get
a ? c ? 2 i for i G 0,ib si ½ 0 for i s y1.
ww xxCOROLLARY 6.22. The ¤ector space of deri¤ations of K t is one-I
dimensional.
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